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MODEL 336C

MODEL 1894

MODEL 1895

THE ACCURACY ADVANTAGE
Accuracy starts in the materials and craftsmanship. Marlin uses the finest materials to creat the 
strongest receivers. And our skilled gunsmiths adhere to the tightest manufacturing tolerances to 
ensure outstanding results. The first time you print a group with one of our lever guns is an eye-
opening experience. You're shooting precision machinery, and it shows. 

LEVER ACTION:

TRADITION

OUR LEVER-ACTION LEGACY 

AT MARLIN, SAFETY IS OUR TOP PRIORITY. 
EVERY MARLIN LEVER ACTION HAS KEY FEATURES BUILT IN. 

YOUR SAFETY LEVER.

SAFETY FEATURES

It’s the classic American long gun, a tool of history and just as much a symbol of the Old West as 
the six-shooter. The Marlin® brand is synonymous with lever action repeaters. It’s a rich tradition, 
with a heritage stretching back to the Model 1881, our first centerfire, and the Model 1891, our 
first rimfire. In fact, Annie Oakley trusted the Model 1891 above all others to demonstrate her 
legendary marksmanship. 
Today, hunters and sportsmen alike are still demonstrating their marksmanship with Marlin rifles, 
including the Model 39A, still in production today as the oldest continuously produced rifle in the 
world. Marlin is the first name in lever action, producing classics like our 1894  carbines, 1895 
rifles and our 336 series. Each is made from premium grade steel to create the strongest lever-gun 
receiver ever built. The action of the lever is ultra-smooth for rapid follow-up shots. And for rock-
solid reliability, heat-treated solid-steel forgings are used for the receiver and trigger guard plate. 
Marlin is always working to improve these timeless rifles with new technology.
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SPECS FULL LINE

MODEL 336XLR 
This is the ultimate long-range evolution of our traditional lever 
action Model 336. Used in conjunction…  Read More

IDEAL FOR:

MODEL 336C & MODEL 336SS
It is the flagship of our Model 336 family and one of the most popular hunting rifles in North America. 
Featuring a 20” barrel with Micro-Groove® rifling, richly blued finish and 30-30 Win. or 35 Rem. chambering, 
it is a timeless embodiment of dependability, accuracy and handsome looks. Also available, the Model 336SS 
is constructed primarily of stainless steel for corrosion-resistance and long-term durability.         

AMERICA’S MOST FAMOUS FAMILY OF DEER SLAYERS
The Model 336 family are icons of the deer woods. And this year, we’re celebrating their standard-
bearer with the Model 336C special limited edition. Each rifle here is chambered in 30-30 Win. or 35 
Rem., and features Micro-Groove® rifling, ensuring that tags will be filled, mouths fed and the reign of 
America’s ultimate woods rifle family will continue going strong.

LEVER ACTION:

336 CENTERFIRE RIFLES

MODEL 336BL 
America’s favorite lever action keeps advancing. This time with 
Wild West Guns-style for faster, more efficient chambering and 
ejection with gloves on, plus striking laminated woodwork that 
improves weather resistance…  Read More

MODEL 336W WITH SCOPE 
This hunting machine is chambered for 30-30 Win. and features 
a 20” Micro-Groove® barrel with… Read More
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SPECS FULL LINE

MODEL 308 MX
The traditional look of blued steel and walnut woodwork, with 
the outstanding long-range ballistics…  Read More

IDEAL FOR:

MODEL 308MXLR
With an awesome 24" barrel of bullet-stabilizing, powder-burning steel, this super-tuned rifle platform 
stretches the maximum lethal distance from our breakthrough 308 Marlin Express chambering. For weather 
resistance, all major components are crafted of stainless steel, and the stock and fore-end are a distinctive 
two-tone laminante. Its extremely rugged stock has a full pistol grip and pre-installed sling swivel studs. 
Other features include side ejection, a solid-top receiver that's tapped for scope mounts and fully adjustable 
sights. Five-shot tubular magazine.  

KENETIC ENERGY IS THE FANCY WAY OF SAYING “HITS LIKE A RUNAWAY FREIGHT TRAIN”
That's what the 308 Marlin Express does. These deluxe long-range Marlin rifles get the job done time 
and time again on big game like elk, moose and bear. Rounds fly flat, fast and accurate, then hit with 
a devastating punch. They're the only 300-yard chamberings for tubular-magazine lever actions. And 
only Marlin makes them.

LEVER ACTION:

308 MARLIN EXPRESS

MODEL 338MX & 338MXLR 
Classic good looks with the long-distance, big game dropping 
power of our 338 Marlin Express. The… Read More

*SCOPE NOT INCLUDED
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SPECS FULL LINE

IDEAL FOR:

MODEL 1895 & MODEL 1895LE
A perfect addition for the avid collector, with only 1,500 of these exclusive rifles manufactured. 
Its 24” octagon barrel and full-length tubular magazine stay true to its cowboy heritage. And its 
premium styling features a B-grade walnut stock, an elk inlay on the left side of the receiver and the 
classic Marlin horse and rider on the right, both in 24ct gold. Also features a gold-plated trigger and 
a unique proof number, stamped on each barrel.    

LEVER ACTION:

BIG-BORE CENTERFIRE RIFLES

MODEL 1895GSBL
A modern upgrade to a classic rifle, built to withstand rough and 
extreme conditions. Its stainless…  Read More

MODEL 1895CB
When you’re ready to hit the trail reach for this open range 
legend. True to its heritage with an…  Read More

MODEL 1895G & 1895GS
Lightweight and hard-hitting, these two lever action carbines 
are the rifle of choice for many…  Read More

MODEL 444
The legendary speed and smooth operation of the Marlin lever 
action in the hard-hitting 444 Marlin… Read More

MODEL 1895SBL
Acquire and fire with a quick-pointing 18½" barrel, and cycle 
rapidly through six rounds of 45-70 Gov't…  Read More

FRONTIER LEGEND. BIG GAME HERO.
Quick-pointing, fast-handling and classic styling chambered for big bore rounds like .45-70 
Gov’t, .450 Marlin and .444 Marlin. These rifles are hard-hitting, big game-dropping powerhouses.
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SPECS FULL LINE

IDEAL FOR:

MODEL 1894
An elegant carbine chambered for pistol calibers. Its handy size is punctuated by as quick-pointing, 
straight-grip stock design and Old West-styled, adjustable semi-buckhorn sights. Available in .357 
Mag and .38 Special with a ten-shot tubular magazine.

MARLIN DEVELOPED THE FIRST FLAT-TOP, SIDE-EJECT RECEIVER
and has been leading the way ever since. We took the original look and feel, then combined it with 
our best rifle technology to create a gun that looks like history and shoots like the future.

LEVER ACTION:

1894 CENTERFIRE & COWBOY RIFLES

MODEL 1894 COWBOY
Tapered octagon barrel. Ballard-style rifling. It took the part for the 
open range, but beneath the richly blued finish, classic black walnut 
stock and fore-end, beats the receiver of a precision-tuned modern 
firearm. The Model 1894 Cowboy has a 20" tapered octagon barrel 
and is chambered for 45 Long Colt. Ten-shot tubular magazine.

MODEL 1894C
The natural sidekick to your revolver of the same caliber, chambered 
in .357 Mag and .38 Special. Features a finely checkered American 
black walnut stock and fore-end and a nine-shot tubular magazine. 
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MARLIN'S EXCLUSIVE MICRO-GROOVE® TECHNOLOGY
Micro-Groove® rifling has become synonymous with rimfire accuracy. Introduced in 1953 by 
Marlin, the Micro-Groove® barrel continues to be revolutionary in terms of accuracy, creating a 
rimfire bore with many more lands and grooves than conventional rifling (see images below).  
This system results in less bullet distortion when fired. Less distortion plus a better gas seal lead 
to greater accuracy and tighter groups. Micro-Groove® rifling is only available from Marlin. 

LOADED WITH THE LATEST AND BEST TECHNOLOGIES
Our Marlin XT™ series take the lead for accuracy, reliability and safety. For a smooth trigger pull, 
the XT™ series features the Pro-Fire® Adjustable Trigger. Each barrel has Micro-Groove® rifling to 
ensure pinpoint accuracy on the range or in the field. Our XT™ line also includes our latest innovation, 
the XT-22 Youth, designed specifically for younger shooters.

RIMFIRE:

XT™ SERIES

Conventionally Rifled Barrel

Micro-Groove® Barrel
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MODEL XT-22MTR 
The XT-22MTR models feature a 12-shot tubular magazine, with 
a blued barrel and black synthetic stock…  Read More

MODEL XT-22MTW
Experience the pinnacle of rimfire accuracy. Featuring Marlin’s 
Pro-Fire adjustable trigger, a 22” blued… Read More

IDEAL FOR:

MODEL XT-22TSR
Featuring a tubular magazine, stainless barrel, thumb safety, Pro-Fire® Adjustable trigger, adjustable 
semi-buckhorn rear folding sight, and high visibility orange front sight this 22 is ready to go. Available 
with a black synthetic stock with swivel studs and full pistol grip.

MODEL XT-22    
With a Monte Carlo walnut-finished hardwood stock, the XT-22 
features a 7-shot magazine, blued barrel…  Read More

MODEL XT-22TR
With its ample follow-ups, it’s the perfect tool for chasing small 
game or tighter groups on the range…  Read More

AMERICA’S MOST FAMOUS FAMILY OF DEER SLAYERS
These bolt-action 22s are reliable, accurate and fun to shoot. They come in several different models, 
with 4 or 7-shot detachable magazines or 12-shot tube magazines; synthetic, hardwood or laminated 
stocks; ramp sights, hood sights or fiber-optic sights. All of them have Marlin innovations such as 
the Pro-Fire® Adjustable Trigger and Micro-Groove® rifling. The XT-22 series comes chambered in 22 
Short, 22 Long, 22 Long Rifle or 22 Win. Mag Rifle (WMR).

RIMFIRE:

XT™ & XT™-22 SERIES

SPECS FULL LINE
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SPECS

MODEL 70PSS
This Stainless steel, semi-auto tack driver packs down 
compactly in its case, making it… Read More

IDEAL FOR:

MODEL XT-22YR
A full-size rifle doesn't fit in a youth's hands the same way it fits in an adult's, making it harder to 
learn the correct grip and shooting form. Marlin's latest innocation is the XT-22. It's the first rifle 
designed exclusively for young shooters… Read More

MODEL XT-17V
A tool for every task... And for varmints, the right tool is the XT-17V 
chambered in 17 HMR. It sends a polymer-tipped bullet rocketing down 
range at 2,500+ feet per second with a laser-flat trajectory. Our XT Pro-
Fire® Adjustable Trigger produces… Read More

MODEL 795SS
Accuracy. Reliability. Lightweight. This rugged, economical 22 
autoloader features an 18" barrel…  Read More

MARLIN IS PROUD TO SUPPORT PROJECT APPLESEED
Project Appleseed and The Revolutionary War Veterans Association's mission is to teach 
every American our shared heritage and history, as well as traditional rifle marksmanship 
skills using our Model 795LTR.  Learn More 

RIMFIRE:

XT™-22 / XT™-l7 
MODEL 795 / MODEL 70PSS

FULL LINE

FULL LINESPECS
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MODEL 60SN
The classic Model 60 with a rugged, black synthetic stock 
featuring molded-in checkering…  Read More

MODEL 60C
The world's most popular 22 rifle is also available with sythetic 
Monte Carlo stock covered with… Read More

IDEAL FOR:

MODEL 60
One of the most popular 22s in the world. Available in Monte Carlo walnut-finished laminated stock.

MODEL 60SS   
Our famous Model 60 with the versatility of a stainless steel 
finish and a two-tone…  Read More

MODEL 60SB
The added durability of stainless steel paired with a traditional 
walnut-finished laminated stock…  Read More

TRUSTED ABOVE ALL OTHERS, MORE THAN ll MILLION TIMES
After 54 years and more than 11 million rifles sold, the Model 69 is one of the world's most popular 22 
rimfires – and an American classic in every way. Sleek lines cover the handsome, walnut-laminated 
stock, while the 19" Micro-Groove® rifled barrel has a precision-crowned muzzle to split hairs like no 
other. Enhancing its appeal, the tubular magazine holds up to 14 Long Rifle rounds, while the cross-
bolt safety and the manual bolt include our automatic "last shot" bolt hold-open. From young shooters 
entering the sport to veterans needing a straight-shooting campanion, choose the 22 rimfire trusted 
more than 11 million times. And counting. 

RIMFIRE:

MODEL 60

SPECS FULL LINE
REALTREE®

Realtree Xtra® Grey™Realtree Xtra® Brown™

Realtree Hardwoods Green HD®

Realtree Hardwoods®

Realtree Hardwoods® Blaze™Realtree Hardwoods® Snow™

Realtree Hardwoods Green™

Realtree Hardwoods HD®
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XT ™ SYNTHETIC YOUTH STOCKS
- Research and measurements conducted over a 4 year period.
- Dimensional are from 50th percentile from a large samplings of 12-year old youths.
- Dimensional changles to classical stock dimensions based on fit differences.

LOADED WITH THE LATEST AND BEST TECHNOLOGIES
Scope mounts, magazines, and synthetic and wood stocks. Everything you need to customize and 
upgrade your Marlin XT™ series .

ACCESORIES:

GENUINE MARLIN

Micro-Groove® Barrel

 Order #    Description   Caliber Capacity Finish MSRP

 71900 707246: Fits Bolt-Actions and Pre-
1996 Self-Loaders

22LR 7 Blue $12.80

 71901 707046: Fits Post-1996 Self-
Loaders (With Last Shot Hold-
Open Feature)

22LR 7 Nickel $14.00

 71902 707135: Fits Bolt-Actions and 
Post-1988 Self-Loaders

22LR 10 Nickel $16.40

 71903 704046: Fits Discontinued Bolt-
Actions #80, #780, #20 and #25

22LR 7 Blue $15.70

 71920 705146: Fits All 22 WMR and 17 
HMR Bolt-Actions

22 WMR /17 
HMR

7 Blue $13.70

 71921 405346: Fits All 22 WMR and 17 
HMR Bolt-Actions

22 WMR /17 
HMR

4 Blue $12.90

 71922 705246: Fits All 22 WMR and 17 
HMR Bolt-Actions

22 WMR /17 
HMR

7 Nickel $15.30

 71923 405446: Fits All 22 WMR and 17 
HMR Bolt-Actions

22 WMR /17 
HMR

4 Nickel $14.50

MAGAZINES
•  4, 7 and 10-shot magazines to fit all 

magazine-fed Marlin bolt-actions

•  22LR, 22WMR and 17 HMR 
chambering

•  Available in blue and nickel finishes

MAGAZINES

71902 71903 71900

71920 71922

SCOPE MOUNTING BASES

71930 71931

 Order #    Description Finish MSRP

 71930 707146: Scope Mounting Bases for 900  
& XT Series Rimfire Bolt-Actions

Blue $9.80

 71931 707156: Scope Mounting Bases for 900  
& XT Series Rimfire Bolt-Actions

Nickel $9.80

XT ™ SYNTHETIC STOCKS
The ergonomic XT™ Synthetic Stock is designed for easy handling and improved fit and feel. 
You will find this stock shoulders quickly and comfortably, helping to create textbook from round 
after round. Stock grip features a slight balm swell for a rich feel and solid grip. By improving 
the shoooter's overall grip on the rifle, we were able to improve handling for ultimate accuracy. 

71952

71953

*Made to work on Model XT & 900 Series Firearms

SPECS

MODEL 60 WOOD STOCKS 

71948 71949

- Convert your Model 60 into a thing of beauty.
- Available in Desert Camo Satin and Green Mountain Camo Satin laminates.
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